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Abstract
Recent work in psychology and neuroscience has revealed important differences in the
cognitive processes underlying judgments of harm and purity violations. In particular, research
has demonstrated that whether a violation was committed intentionally versus accidentally has a
larger impact on moral judgments of harm violations (e.g., assault) than purity violations (e.g.,
incest). Here, we manipulate the instructions provided to participants for a moral judgment task
to further probe the boundary conditions of this intent effect. Specifically, we instructed
participants undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging to attend to either a violator’s
mental states (why they acted that way) or their low-level behavior (how they acted) before
delivering moral judgments. Results revealed that task instructions enhanced rather than
diminished differences between how harm and purity violations are processed in brain regions
for mental state reasoning or theory of mind. In particular, activity in the right temporoparietal
junction increased when participants were instructed to attend to why versus how a violator acted
to a greater extent for harm than for purity violations. This result constrains the potential
accounts of why intentions matter less for purity violations compared to harm violations and
provide further insight into the differences between distinct moral norms.
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TASK EFFECTS ON HARM VERSUS PURITY
Introduction
Judgments of harm violations depend crucially on the mental states of the violator: harms
caused intentionally are deemed more immoral than harms caused by accident. This difference is
codified in United States law where manslaughter carries a maximum sentence of 8 years in
prison, whereas murder can result in a lifetime in prison or even a death-sentence. It may seem
surprising then that intentions appear to matter much less for judgments of other kinds of
immoral behaviors; specifically, purity violations do not necessarily cause direct harm to others
but are nevertheless condemned for being disgusting or unnatural and also, importantly, immoral
(Inbar et al., 2009; Rottman, Kelemen, & Young, 2014). Research has consistently shown that
the difference between moral judgments of intentional and accidental violations is greater for
harm violations (e.g., murder) relative to purity violations (e.g., incest; Chakroff, Dungan, &
Young, 2013; Dungan, Chakroff, & Young, 2017; Young & Saxe, 2011). Strikingly, this intent
effect holds even across eight small-scale societies tested in recent cross-cultural work (Barrett et
al., 2016). Here, we capitalize on previous work in social neuroscience to probe this intent effect
further, ruling out potential reasons for why intent matters more for harm than purity.
Convergent evidence from social psychology and neuroscience has revealed important
differences in the cognitive processes underlying judgments of harm and purity violations.
Individual differences in how much people endorse harm and purity norms are associated with
volumetric differences across the brain (Lewis et al., 2012), and violations of harm and purity
norms elicit activity in distinct brain regions (Borg et al., 2006; Moll et al., 2005; Parkinson et
al., 2011). In terms of behavior, judgments of purity violations (compared to judgments of harm
violations) are relatively insensitive to potentially mitigating circumstances (e.g., the perpetrator
was forced to commit the violation; Chakroff & Young, 2015; Piazza, Russell, & Sousa, 2013;
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Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2011a,b). Additionally, as discussed above, whether an action was
committed intentionally or accidentally matters relatively less for moral judgments of purity
violations compared to harm violations (Barrett et al., 2016; Chakroff et al., 2013; Dungan et al.,
2017; Young & Saxe, 2011).
Recent work has shed some light on the nature of the intent effect across the harm and
purity domains. Our own functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) work suggests that the
intent effect does not seem to reflect some post-hoc motivation to disregard intentions in order to
deliver especially harsh judgments of purity violators, perhaps on the grounds of perceived
character flaws (see Chakroff & Young, 2015). Using fMRI, we probed activity in the theory of
mind (ToM) network (a set of brain regions involved in processing mental state information such
as beliefs and intentions; Fletcher et al., 1995; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Gobbini et al., 2007)
as participants evaluated harm and purity violations in the scanner. Purity violations elicited less
activity in the right temporoparietal junction (RTPJ), a key region for ToM, compared to harm
violations (Chakroff et al., 2016). Critically, this difference in neural activity occurred even
before participants knew whether an act was intentional or accidental, suggesting that people do
not simply decide to assign less weight to the intentions of purity violators. Instead, at least part
of the domain difference may be in the spontaneous recruitment of ToM for moral judgments.
While this prior work reveals that mental states, including intentions, matter less for
moral judgments of purity versus harm violations, an open question is why this difference exists.
One account is that the intent effect could reflect a difference in how people spontaneously
approach judging harm and purity violations. Purity violations can elicit disgust (Haidt, Koller,
& Dias, 1993; Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2013), and people may want to avoid processing more
complex details beyond the action itself, such as the violator’s intent. This account suggests that
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people prefer not to process the mental states of purity violators, but could do so if prompted. A
second possible account for the intent effect is that judgments of purity violations are less
sensitive than judgments of harm violations to information about mental states. This account
suggests a relative lack of flexibility in judgments of purity versus harm violations in that even
when mental state information is made salient, this information influences judgments of purity
violations to a lesser degree compared to judgments of harm violations.
Here, we test these different accounts by manipulating the instructions provided to
participants for a moral judgment task. Different task instructions have been shown to modulate
activity in brain regions for ToM and social cognition more broadly (Kestemont et al., 2012; Ma
et al., 2012; Van Overwalle, 2009). Of particular interest, instructing participants to attend to
why an actor is behaving is associated with robust recruitment of ToM brain regions, compared
to instructing participants to attend to how an actor is behaving, that is, to focus on the low-level
mechanics of an action (Spunt & Adolphs, 2014; Spunt, Falk, & Lieberman, 2010; Spunt,
Kemmerer, & Adolphs, 2015; Spunt, Satpute, & Lieberman, 2011). By focusing participants on
either an actor’s mental states (why they did something) or their physical actions (how they did
something), this task provides a clear way to directly probe the intent effect for judgments of
harm and purity violations.
We offer a few key predictions for the possible impact of the how/why task instruction on
the processing of harm and purity violations. These predictions apply primarily to activity in
RTPJ, given prior work showing that RTPJ has the most selective response to information about
an agent’s beliefs versus other socially relevant information about agents (e.g., Saxe &
Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 2006; Saxe & Wexler, 2005) and is recruited to a greater
extent when evaluating harm versus purity violations (Chakroff et al., 2016). First, we might
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observe similar recruitment of brain regions for ToM (particularly RTPJ) for both harm and
purity violations when participants are explicitly instructed to attend to the violator’s mental
states. Such a result would suggest that a difference in spontaneous mental state reasoning
explains the intent effect across harm and purity, and that this difference is eliminated when
participants are asked to attend to the mental states. Second, purity violations may continue to
elicit less activity in brain regions for ToM than harm violations (as previously observed in
RTPJ; Chakroff et al., 2016) even when participants are instructed to attend to the violator’s
mental states. This result would support a critical difference in the way purity and harm
violations are processed that is robust to attentional effects due to explicit instruction.
Specifically, it would suggest that judgments of purity violations are indeed less sensitive to
information about the violator’s mental states than judgments of harm violations.

Methods
Participants and procedures
Participants were 29 right-handed adults (Mage=23.66, SDage=4.39; 15 female) recruited
from the Greater Boston Area. All participants were native English speakers, had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and gave written informed consent in accordance with the Boston
College IRB. Additionally, participants reported no psychiatric disorders or history of learning
disabilities. One participant was excluded due to scanner error, and another for excessive
movement (greater than 8mm). A final participant’s dataset was excluded because her signal in
RTPJ (the only ToM brain region identified in this participant by our functional localizer, see
below) was highly erratic, changing by more than 5% from one time point to the next and was on
average greater than 3 standard deviations from the average activity of all other participants.
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Thus, data from 26 participants were included in analyses.
Participants were scanned on a 3T Siemens Tim Trio functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) scanner (at the Martinos Imaging Center at MIT, Cambridge, MA) using thirtysix 3x3x3 mm near-axial slices (0.54 mm gap) covering the whole brain. Standard gradient echo
planar imaging (EPI) procedures were used (TR=2s, TE=30ms, flip angle= 90o , FOV=216 x
216, interleaved acquisition). Anatomical data were collected with T1-weighted multi-echo
magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo image sequences (TR=2530 ms; TE=1.64
ms; FA=7o; 1 mm isotropic voxels; 0.5 mm gap between slices; FOV=256 x 256).
Participants read a series of scenarios about a named protagonist engaging in some
action. There were 70 distinct scenarios (see Supplementary Material): 28 depicting harm
violations, 28 depicting purity violations, and 14 scenarios depicting neutral actions. Harm
violations included both physical harms (e.g. poisoning someone) and psychological harms (e.g.
humiliating someone). Purity violations included both sexual violations (e.g. sex with a blood
relative) and pathogen violations (e.g. eating maggots). Half of all scenarios depicted violations
that the perpetrator committed intentionally, while the other half depicted violations that the
perpetrator committed accidentally. Participants never saw both intentional and accidental
versions of the same scenario.
Participants were given 2 distinct task instructions (the Why task and the How task,
adapted from Spunt, Falk, & Lieberman, 2010), counterbalanced across experimental runs and
participants. For the Why task, participants were instructed to think about why protagonists were
doing what they were doing. While participants read the scenarios, they were instructed to think
about one or more plausible motives for performing the action. For the How task, participants
were instructed to think about how protagonists were behaving, that is, to think about one or
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more necessary parts of performing the action. Participants saw each scenario twice: once for the
Why task and once for the How task, meaning each participant completed a total of 140 trials.
Stimuli were presented in four sequential segments, each presented alone on the screen
(see Figure 1 for a full example): Action (12s), Prompt (6s), Intent (4s), and Judgment (4s). The
Action section depicted the protagonist’s action. During the Prompt section, participants saw a
brief reminder to focus on either why or how the protagonist acted and simply pressed a button
when they had a clear idea in mind. In the Intent section, the action was described as being
committed intentionally (e.g., the protagonist knew) or accidentally (e.g., they did not know).
Finally, in the Judgment section, participants used a button box to deliver their moral judgment
of the protagonist’s action, on a 4-point scale from 1 (not at all morally wrong) to 4 (very
morally wrong).
Stimulus presentation was divided into 14 equal runs (10 stimuli per run). Each run lasted
5min and 16s, began and ended with 10s of fixation and included 2-6s of jittered fixation was
between each stimulus. The order of conditions was counterbalanced across runs and across
participants. Word count was matched across conditions. All stimuli were presented in white font
on a black background via an Apple Macbook Pro running Matlab 2012b with Psychophysics
Toolbox.
Participants also completed a ToM functional localizer task (False-Belief Task; DodellFeder et al., 2011) consisting of 10 stories about mental states (e.g. false-belief condition) and 10
stories about physical representations (e.g. false-photograph condition; see http://saxe
lab.mit.edu/superloc.php for the task files). The task was presented in two 4.5 min runs,
interleaved with the main experiment runs.
Following the scan session, participants completed a series of surveys. First, they were
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presented with scenarios from two runs they had seen in the scanner – one Why run and one
How run. For each scenario, they typed a short description of what they could recall thinking
about when they were prompted to focus on either “the why” or “the how” of the protagonist’s
actions. After completing that task, they completed additional surveys (Moral Foundations
Questionnaire, Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009; Disgust Sensitivity Scale, Haidt, McCauley, &
Rozin, 1994; standard demographics survey), for exploratory purposes. These additional surveys
did not correlate with any of our main results and are not discussed further here (see
Supplementary Material for more discussion).

Figure 1: Outline of methods. Task instructions were presented at the beginning of each run.
Participants saw either the accidental or intentional version of each story.
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fMRI data analyses
MRI data preprocessing and analyses were performed using SPM12
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and custom software. Each participant’s data were corrected
for slice timing, realigned to the first EPI, normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute brain
space, spatially smoothed using a Gaussian filter (full-width half-maximum = 8mm kernel) and
high-pass filtered (128Hz). The experimental task was modeled using a boxcar regressor
convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. The general linear model included
movement parameters as nuisance regressors.
Whole-brain and regions of interest (ROIs) analyses were conducted. A whole-brain
contrast of false-belief vs false-photograph stories in the ToM localizer (Dodell-Feder et al.,
2011) revealed ROIs that respond preferentially to mental states (P < 0.001, uncorrected, k > 16,
value computed via 1000 iterations of a Monte Carlo simulation; Slotnick et al., 2003). ROIs
were selected for each participant individually and defined as contiguous voxels within a 9 mm
radius of the peak voxel that passed contrast threshold. Within each ROI, the average percent
signal change (PSC) relative to baseline [PSC=100 raw BOLD magnitude for (condition
fixation)/raw BOLD magnitude for fixation] was calculated for each condition at each time point
(averaging across all voxels in the ROI and all blocks of the same condition).

Results & Discussion
Behavioral results
Behavioral data were collected from all 29 participants. A 2 (task: why, how) x 3
(domain: harm, purity, neutral) x 2 (intent: intentional, accidental) repeated measures ANOVA
of participants’ in-scanner moral judgments revealed a main effect of domain (F(2,56)=166.334,
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p<.001, partial η2=.856; Figure 2). Harm violations were judged more harshly than purity
violations, which were judged more harshly than neutral violations (harm: M=2.32, SD=0.34;
purity: M=2.04, SD=0.46; neutral: M=1.09, SD=0.12; all p’s<0.001). As expected, intentional
violations were also judged more harshly than accidental violations (main effect of intent:
F(1,28)=321.426, p<.001, partial η2=.920). As predicted, we also observed the key domain x
intent interaction (F(2,56)=147.653, p<.001, partial η2=.841). Consistent with prior work on the
role of intentions in moral judgments of harm and purity violations (e.g., Chakroff et al., 2016;
Young & Saxe, 2011), moral wrongness judgments reflected a smaller difference between
intentional and accidental purity violations (intentional: M=2.675, SD=0.125; accidental:
M=1.411, SD=0.065) than between intentional and accidental harm violations (intentional:
M=3.134, SD=.090; accidental: M=1.514, SD=0.060; both intentional and accidental neutral
actions were judged close to floor: intentional: M=1.131, SD=0.031; accidental: M=1.047,
SD=0.020). No other main effects or interactions were significant. Notably, this same pattern of
results was found when excluding neutral scenarios (e.g., main effects of intent and domain, and
domain x intent interaction, all p’s<0.001). Task did not significantly change any behavioral
ratings (all p’s>0.35).
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Figure 2: Ratings of moral wrongness made while participants were in the scanner. Ratings are
broken down by intent, moral domain, and task instructions. Error bars represent standard error.

We also explored how participants described their thoughts in the postscan task. Recall
that participants described one Why run and one How run, consisting of four harm vignettes and
four purity vignettes each. Two research assistants, blind to the study’s purpose, counted the
number of times participants described a vignette using mental state verbs. We analyzed the
average (a=.88) of each research assistant’s counts of mental state verbs across conditions. A 2
(task: why, how) x 2 (domain: harm, purity) repeated measures ANOVA of the number of
mental state verbs participants used in the postscan task revealed main effects of both task
(F(1,28)=23.269, p<.001, partial η2=.454) and domain (F(1,28)=15.944, p<.001, partial η2=.363)
and no interaction (p>.80). As expected, participants used more mental state verbs when
describing why (M=2.73, SD=1.09) versus how (M=1.51, SD=1.22) a protagonist behaved.
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Participants also used more mental state verbs when describing harm violations (M=2.31,
SD=1.30) than purity violations (M=1.93, SD=1.29).

Functional localizer
A whole-brain analysis of scenarios describing mental states contrasted with scenarios
describing physical representations replicated previous findings (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003),
revealing an increased response in four brain regions within the ToM network: RTPJ, LTPJ, PC
and DMPFC (Table 1). We localized these regions in the majority of participants: RTPJ (25/26
participants), LTPJ (24/26 participants), PC (25/26 participants), DMPFC (21/26 participants).

Table 1. Peak MNI coordinates for theory of mind ROIs identified in the functional localizer.
MNI coordinates
ROI

N (out of 26)

x

y

z

# voxels

t value

RTPJ

25

52

-56

23

87

8.89

LTPJ

24

-50

-58

25

77

7.88

PC

25

1

-58

34

92

8.01

DMPFC

21

3

53

30

58

5.87

ROI analyses
As in prior work (Chakroff et al., 2016), once the protagonist’s intent was revealed in the
last 8s of each experimental trial, this intent information did not modulate the average BOLD
response in brain regions for ToM. The subsequent analyses therefore collapse across intentional
and accidental actions. We first explored how regions within the ToM network respond to harm
and purity violations across different task instructions in a 4(ROI: RTPJ, LTPJ, PC, DMPFC) x
2(task: why, how) x 3(domain: harm, purity, neutral) repeated measures ANOVA of the whole
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trial time course (26s from stimulus onset to offset). We did not observe a main effect of task
(p>0.75); however, we did observe a main effect of ROI (F(3,60)=4.438, p=.007, partial
η2=.182) as well as a main effect of domain (F(2,40)=7.448, p=.002, partial η2=.271).
Replicating prior work (Chakroff et al., 2016), harm violations elicited greater activity than
purity violations. We also observed a marginal ROI x task interaction (F(3,60)=2.652, p=.057,
partial η2=.117), suggesting that task instructions may impact brain activity differently across
regions within the ToM network.
In 2(task: why, how) x 3(domain: harm, purity, neutral) repeated measures ANOVAs for
each ROI individually, we observed significant main effects of domain for RTPJ (F(2,48)=7.451,
p=.002, partial η2=.237), LTPJ (F(2,46)=7.337, p=.002, partial η2=.242), and a marginal effect in
PC (F(2,48)=2.828, p=.069, partial η2=.105). In each case, harm violations elicited greater
activity than both purity violations (RTPJ: t(24)=3.791, p=0.001; LTPJ: t(23)=3.149, p=0.004;
PC: t(24)=2.050, p=0.051) and neutral actions (RTPJ: t(24)=3.395, p=0.002; LTPJ: t(23)=3.806,
p=0.001; PC: t(24)=2.077, p=0.049). Though we observed a consistent trend whereby purity
violations elicited greater activity across ROIs than neutral actions, this trend did not reach
significance (all p’s>0.35). We observed a main effect of task only in LTPJ (F(1,23)=4.489,
p=.045, partial η2=.163), where the why task elicited greater activity than the how task (why:
M=0.35, SD=0.37; how: M=0.07,SD=0.38; t(23)=2.119, p=0.045). No effects reached
significance in DMPFC (p’s>0.10) and the task x domain interaction did not reach significance
in any ROI (all p’s>0.14).
Examining the shape of the hemodynamic response across the 26s trial length reveals two
distinct peaks: one for the action and prompt segments (first 18s), and a second for the intent and
judgment segments (last 8s; see Figure 3). Notably, prior work suggests the difference between
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ToM recruitment for evaluating harm and purity violations is most robust when reading
information about the violation itself compared to information about the agent’s intent (Chakroff
et al., 2016). Given this, we next analyze the two parts of the trial separately.
In Part 1 (action and prompt segments), participants read about the protagonists’ actions
and considered why or how they acted. This section of the trial offers a critical test of the impact
of task instructions on the processing of harm and purity violations as it is the section when we
expect the largest domain difference (based on Chakroff et al., 2016) and when participants
received the explicit prompt to attend to how or why the agent acted. A 4(ROI: RTPJ, LTPJ, PC,
DMPFC) x 2(task: why, how) x 3(domain: harm, purity, neutral) repeated measures ANOVA
again revealed main effects of ROI (F(3,60)=4.182, p=.009, partial η2=.173) and domain
(F(2,40)=9.469, p<.001, partial η2=.321). We also observed a significant ROI x domain
interaction (F(6,120)=2.843, p=.013, partial η2=.124), as well as a marginal ROI x task
interaction (F(2,60)=2.691, p=.054, partial η2=.119) and 3-way ROI x domain x task interaction
(F(6,120)=2.142, p=.053, partial η2=.097).
To explore these interactions further, we conducted separate 2(task: why, how) x
3(domain: harm, purity, neutral) repeated measures ANOVAs for each ROI individually. We
observed main effects of domain in RTPJ (F(2,48)=8.147, p=.001, partial η2=.253), LTPJ
(F(2,46)=10.707, p<.001, partial η2=.318), and DMPFC (F(2,40)=3.308, p=.047, partial
η2=.142). In RTPJ, activity in Part 1 did not significantly differ between harm and purity when
collapsing across how and why trials (harm: M=0.11, SD=0.15; purity: M=0.10, SD=0.14;
p>0.30), but both elicited greater activity than neutral actions (neutral: M=0.07, SD=0.15;
p’s<0.01). In LTPJ, activity was greater for harm than for purity (harm: M=0.24, SD=0.19;
purity: M=0.22, SD=0.19; t(23)=2.298, p=0.031) and greater for purity than for neutral (neutral:
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M=0.19, SD=0.18; t(23)=2.14, p=0.043). Finally, in DMPFC, activity was greater for harm
violations than neutral actions (harm: M=0.12, SD=0.21; neutral: M=0.09, SD=0.18;
t(20)=2.248, p=0.036); no other comparisons reached significance (p’s>0.085). We again
observed a main effect of task only in LTPJ (F(1,23)=4.797, p=.039, partial η2=.173), where
activity was greater in the why task (M=0.366, SD=0.074) than in the how task (M=0.072,
SD=0.080). Interestingly, during Part 1 we also observed a task x domain interaction in RTPJ
(F(2,48)=3.613, p=.035, partial η2=.131). Activity during the why task was relatively greater
than activity during the how task for both harm violations (why: M=0.13, SD=0.40; how:
M=0.08, SD=0.49) and neutral violations (why: M=0.10, SD=0.40; how: M=0.04, SD=0.49), but
less so for purity violations (why: M=0.11, SD=0.41; how: M=0.09, SD=0.49; Figure 3).
Importantly, this interaction was significant when comparing harm and purity violations alone
(F(1,24)=4.724, p=.040, partial η2=.164), suggesting that instructions to think about a violator’s
mental states increase neural activity in a key region for ToM more for harm violations than
purity violations. Thus, a difference in spontaneous mental state reasoning does not seem to
explain the intent effect across harm and purity violations given that manipulating attention to an
agent’s mental states appears to enhance the difference in ToM recruitment for harm versus
purity rather than diminish it.
In Part 2 (intent and judgment), information about the protagonist’s intentions was
revealed and participants judged how morally wrong the protagonist’s actions were. Prior work
demonstrated a smaller difference between ToM recruitment for harm versus purity violations
during this time segment than when reading about the protagonist’s actions (Chakroff et al.,
2016); nevertheless, we explored how neural activity during this segment differed as a function
of both domain and task conditions. A 4(ROI: RTPJ, LTPJ, PC, DMPFC) x 2(task: why, how) x
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3(domain: harm, purity, neutral) repeated measures ANOVA again revealed main effects of ROI
F(3,60)=4.388, p=.007, partial η2=.180) and domain (F(2,40)=4.290, p=.021, partial η2=.177).
Interestingly, activity during Part 2 was equally high for harm violations and neutral actions
(harm: M=0.12, SD=0.15; neutral: M=0.11, SD=0.13; p>0.45) and significantly lower for purity
violations (M=0.09, SD=0.14; compared to harm, t(20)=3.386, p=0.003; compared to neutral,
t(20)=2.339, p=0.030). We also observed a significant ROI x domain interaction
(F(6,120)=4.815, p<.001, partial η2=.194), a marginal ROI x task interaction (F(3,60)=2.562,
p=.063, partial η2=.114), and a significant 3-way ROI x domain x task interaction
(F(6,120)=2.392, p=.032, partial η2=.107).
To explore these interactions further, we again conducted separate 2(task: why, how) x
3(domain: harm, purity, neutral) repeated measures ANOVAs for each ROI individually. During
Part 2, we observed main effects of domain in RTPJ (F(2,48)=6.149, p=.004, partial η2=.204),
LTPJ (F(2,46)=6.390, p=.004, partial η2=.217), and PC (F(2,48)=5.157, p=.009, partial η2=.177).
When participants were presented with the protagonist’s intent and made their moral judgments,
activity was greater in PC for harm violations (M=0.11, SD=0.16) relative to both purity
violations (M=0.08, SD=0.15; t(24)=2.596, p=0.016) and neutral actions (M=0.07, SD=0.14;
t(24)=2.459, p=0.022; no difference between purity and neutral, p>0.20). In both RTPJ and
LTPJ, harm violations and neutral actions elicited similarly high responses (both p’s>0.70);
strikingly, however, purity violations elicited less activity (RTPJ: M=0.00, SD=0.17; LTPJ:
M=0.16, SD=0.19) compared to harm violations (RTPJ: M=0.04, SD=0.16; t(24)=3.464,
p=0.002; LTPJ: M=0.20, SD=0.21; t(23)=2.935, p=0.007) and even neutral actions (RTPJ:
M=0.04, SD=0.15; t(24)=3.084, p=0.005; LTPJ: M=0.20, SD=0.19; t(23)=3.612, p=0.001). No
main effects of task or task x domain interactions reached significance during Part 2.
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Figure 3. Average percent signal change in ROIs for each condition. The timecourse is marked
at the boundary between Part 1 (Action & Prompt) and Part 2 (Intent & Judgment).

Whole-brain analyses
Whole-brain random-effects analyses (voxel-wise threshold: P < 0.001, uncorrected; k >
16; cluster-wise threshold: P < 0.05, FWE-corrected) comparing activity during the why task
versus the how task replicated previous work using these task manipulations (Spunt, Falk, &
Lieberman, 2010; Spunt, Satpute, & Lieberman 2011). Clusters with activity that was greater
during why trials (relative to how trials) were revealed within areas of the ToM network,
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specifically dorsomedial prefrontal cortex [-12, 29, 52] and medial prefrontal cortex [-3, 47, 37]
(Table 2). The reverse contrast revealed clusters with greater activity during how trials (relative
to why trials) in premotor cortex [-24, -13, 49] and inferior parietal cortex [-54, -37, 37], regions
associated with the representation and identification of actions (Mahon & Caramazza, 2009;
Noppeney, 2008; Spunt, Kemmerer, & Adolphs, 2015).
We were also interested in what activity was greater when judging harm versus purity
violations beyond the ToM network. Contrasting harm violations against purity violations
revealed clusters with peak activity in primary somatosensory cortex [12, -37, 61], and regions
associated with action identification (Spunt, Falk, & Lieberman, 2010). The reverse contrast
(purity > harm), revealed activity in brain regions often seen during social prejudice and
stereotyping, such as amygdala [-27, 5, -23], and orbitofrontal cortex [-27, 32, -14] (Amodio,
2014). This pattern of activity may suggest that purity violators are perceived more as outgroup
members than harm violators (see Supplementary Material of Chakroff et al., 2016, for similar
activity in a whole-brain contrast of purity against harm).
We also investigated activity for harm versus purity within each task separately. Within
why trials only, contrasting harm against purity again revealed activity in regions associated with
action identification, such as supplementary motor area [-6, 14, 49] and superior temporal gyrus
[-42, -34, 13]. No clusters passed threshold for the reverse contrast (purity against harm within
why trials). Within how trials only, contrasting purity against harm again revealed activity in the
amygdala [21, -18, 5] and orbitofrontal cortex [24, 32, -14]. Again, no clusters passed threshold
for the reverse contrast (harm against purity within how trials).
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Table 2. Regions passing threshold in whole-brain random-effects analyses (voxel-wise
threshold: p < 0.001, uncorrected; k > 16; cluster-wise threshold: p < 0.05, FWE-corrected).
Contrast and brain region

x

y

z

t-value

# voxels

Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (L)

-12

29

52

4.65

29

Medial prefrontal cortex (L)

-3

47

37

4.20

18

Inferior Parietal Cortex (L)

-54

-37

37

4.71

48

Premotor Area (L)

-24

-13

49

4.65

56

Primary Somatosensory Cortex (R)

12

-37

61

6.48

221

Middle Temporal Gyrus (R)

51

-22

-14

6.45

42

Rolandic Operculum (L)

-45

-22

16

5.96

64

Angular Gyrus (L)

-51

-55

31

4.96

57

Insula (R)

36

-22

4

4.95

184

Orbitofrontal Cortex (L)

-27

32

-14

6.23

43

Inferior Parietal Lobule (L)

-36

-73

43

5.98

42

Cerebelum (L)

-45

-52

-26

5.91

112

Cerebelum (L)

-6

-79

-26

5.68

55

Inferior Frontal Gyrus, Triangular Part (L)

-48

38

16

5.51

57

Amygdala (L)

-27

5

-23

5.14

48

Supplementary motor area (L)

-6

14

49

7.32

73

Postcentral Gyrus (R)

12

-37

61

7.10

166

Superior Temporal Gyrus (L)

-42

-34

13

6.65

147

Heschl's Gyrus (R)

36

-28

7

5.47

280

Median Cingulate Gyrus (L)

-9

-19

40

5.41

50

Why > How

How > Why

Harm > Purity

Purity > Harm

Why Trials Only: Harm > Purity

Why Trials Only: Purity > Harm
No clusters
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How Trials Only: Harm > Purity
No clusters
How Trials Only: Purity > Harm
Orbitofrontal Cortex (R)

24

32

-14

5.45

20

Inferior Frontal Gyrus, Triangular Part (R)

48

41

7

5.03

18

Inferior Frontal Gyrus, Opercular Part (L)

-45

8

25

4.84

26

Insula (L)

-39

-4

-14

4.78

31

Parahippocampal Gyrus (L)

-18

5

-23

4.77

18

Orbitofrontal Cortex (L)

-30

32

-11

4.74

28

Middle Occipital Gyrus (L)

-27

-61

34

4.42

21

Inferior Frontal Gyrus, Triangular Part (L)

-48

38

13

4.42

60

General Discussion
Capitalizing on previous work investigating the neuroscience of action understanding
(Spunt & Adolphs, 2014; Spunt, Falk, & Lieberman, 2010; Spunt, Kemmerer, & Adolphs, 2015;
Spunt, Satpute, & Lieberman, 2011), we asked whether explicit instructions to pay attention to a
violator’s mental states versus their low-level actions influenced how harm and purity violations
are processed during their moral evaluation. Replicating prior work (Chakroff et al., 2016), harm
violations elicited greater activity than purity violations across several brain regions in the ToM
network (RTPJ, LTPJ, PC). Importantly, the present study demonstrated that explicit instructions
to attend to a person’s mental states did not eliminate this difference in ToM recruitment for
harm versus purity violations. Moreover, manipulating task instructions actually enhanced the
difference, in so far as whether or not people were explicitly instructed to attend to mental states
modulated ToM activity when evaluating harm violations, but not when evaluating purity
violations. This was particularly true when participants first read about the actions occurring
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(Part 1). Together, these results provide strong support that mental states play a diminished role
in judgments of purity violations relative to judgments of harm violations.
The present study adds to our growing understanding of the precise role of intentions and
mental state reasoning across distinct moral norms. Purity norms lie at the center of debates
about whether morality can be broken down into multiple domains, each serving its own distinct
function. An important first step in approaching this question is identifying whether different
cognitive processes underlie purportedly distinct domains. Work in moral psychology and social
neuroscience has started to provide such evidence in the context of purity norms versus harm
norms. In particular, mental states appear to matter less in moral judgments of purity violations
relative to harm violations (Barrett et al., 2016; Chakroff, Dungan, & Young, 2013; Dungan,
Chakroff, & Young, 2017; Young & Saxe, 2011). The current results further demonstrate the
robustness of this effect: while responses to harm violations change flexibly with task
instructions, the same is not true for responses to purity violations. Even explicit instructions to
focus on a violator’s mental states does little to change how purity violations are processed.
Thus, the difference in mental state reasoning for harm versus purity violations does not seem to
be explained by the mere presence of a salient, disgusting action that discourages people from
spontaneously attending to the mental states of purity violators.
Given this evidence, the question remains of why people engage in less ToM when
evaluating purity violations compared to harm violations. One possibility is that people might
have difficulty understanding the mental states of a purity violator. Purity violators can be seen
as weird and irrational, even relative to people that commit serious harm violations such as
murder (Chakroff & Young, 2015). Given this irrationality, mental states may not be as useful
for forming clear predictions about how a purity violator is likely to behave in the future, in other
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contexts. Notably, we see diminished activity in RTPJ for purity in Part 1 of the trial when
participants are first reading about the action, before they are even asked to make a moral
judgment. If a purity violator’s behavior cannot be explained in terms of their underlying goals,
intentions, and desires, participants may not waste efforts on reasoning about a purity violator’s
mental states, even when instructed to try.
Another, not mutually exclusive possibility, is that judgments of purity violators rely on
simpler heuristics that preclude the deployment of more complex mental state reasoning.
Compared to harm violations, purity violations lead to stronger person-based, dispositional
attributions that do not incorporate information about mitigating circumstances (Chakroff &
Young, 2015), perhaps including the violator’s innocent mental state (Barrett et al., 2016;
Chakroff, Dungan, & Young, 2013; Dungan, Chakroff, & Young, 2017; Young & Saxe, 2011).
Relatedly, perceptions of a person’s bad moral character may be more tied to purity violations
than harm violations (Giner-Sorolla & Chapman, 2017; Russell & Piazza, 2015). Thus, when
evaluating purity violators, participants may readily perceive them as an outgroup member. We
found two pieces of evidence in line with the possibility that purity violators are seen as
outgroups. First, purity violations elicited less activity in ToM brain regions than harm
violations. This was true when participants were first reading about the violations as well as
when they made a moral judgment. Strikingly, in this later segment when the protagonist’s
intentions were revealed and participants delivered their moral judgment, purity violations
elicited even less activity than neutral actions, suggesting below-baseline ToM. This diminished
activity for purity violators is consistent with the dehumanization of outgroup members (Buckels
& Trapnell, 2013; Haslam, 2006), especially those that are low in warmth or elicit reactions of
disgust (e.g., drug addicts, the homeless; Harris & Fiske, 2006). A second piece of evidence
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comes from whole-brain analyses where we see that purity violations elicit greater activity in
regions associated with social prejudice and stereotyping (Amodio, 2014). This pattern further
suggests that, relative to harm violators, purity violators are seen as moral outgroups.
In the current work, we were specifically interested in the role that mental state reasoning
plays in moral judgments of harm versus purity violations. We relied on a standardized protocol
for localizing brain regions involved in reasoning about a person’s beliefs and intentions (the
False-Belief Task; Dodell-Feder et al., 2011). However, reasoning about people’s internal mental
states involves a number of different complex processes (Carter & Huettel, 2013; Schaafsma et
al., 2015; Schurz et al., 2014) and we did not include additional tasks to localize brain regions
involved in other processes, such as empathy and moral disgust, that surely play a role in moral
judgments of harm and purity violations. Moreover, a version of the task we used to manipulate
attention to mental states while making moral judgments has also been developed as a reliable
theory of mind localizer (the Why/How Task; Spunt et al., 2010, 2011, 2015). Instead of
isolating brain regions for belief-reasoning, the Why/How Task modulates a largely distinct leftlateralized network of brain regions involved in action explanation (Spunt & Adolphs, 2014). In
a test directly comparing the two tasks in the same participants, only two regions were jointly
activated by both tasks: posterior cingulate and LTPJ (Spunt & Adolphs, 2014). Interestingly,
LTPJ was the only region in the current investigation in which why trials consistently evoked
more activity than how trials. Importantly, attention to why versus how an agent behaved also
increased activity in RTPJ when judging harm violations to a greater extent than when judging
purity violations. Future work should further explore the contribution of other aspects of theory
of mind (as identified by different tasks and localizers) to moral judgment.
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Finally, one limitation of the current findings is their reliance on hypothetical scenarios of
rare or unusual actions (i.e., harm and purity violations). While text vignettes have been a useful
method of investigating moral judgments, neural activity may be markedly stronger and more
widespread in real-world contexts (Camerer & Mobbs, 2017). For example, activity in anterior
insula often seen in response to viewing disgusting images (Schienle et al., 2002; Wright et al.,
2004) is not typically observed when reading descriptions of impure actions (Borg et al., 2008;
Moll et al., 2005; Parkinson et al., 2011). Although we expect that our key results for the ToM
network would hold for more naturalistic stimuli, future work should explore additional
contributions of other networks (e.g., for empathy or disgust) to moral judgments of harm and
purity violations. We also note that previous work has found that differences between judgments
of harm and purity violations are not reducible to differences in perceived rarity (Chakroff &
Young, 2015) or weirdness (Chakroff, Russell, Piazza, & Young, 2017) of the actions.
In sum, the current findings provide new evidence that mental states play a diminished
role in judgments of purity violations relative to harm violations. This difference is robust to task
instructions explicitly manipulating attention to mental states. These results constrain the
potential accounts of why intentions matter less for purity violations compared to harm
violations and provide further insight into the differences between distinct moral norms.
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Supplementary Material for
Dungan & Young, Asking “Why?” Enhances Theory of Mind
When Evaluating Harm but not Purity Violations
1. Full Experimental Stimuli

Story

Domain

Intent

1

Harm

Accidental

1

Harm

Intentional

2

Harm

Accidental

2

Harm

Intentional

3

Harm

Accidental

3

Harm

Intentional

4

Harm

Accidental

Action

Intent

Paul is about to leave his friend''s house when the carbon
monoxide detector sounds. He checks the back of the detector,
turns it off, and leaves the house. The detector detects dangerous
levels of carbon monoxide where his friend lives.

From the back of the
detector, Paul thought the
detector just needed new
batteries.

Paul is about to leave his friend''s house when the carbon
monoxide detector sounds. He checks the back of the detector,
turns it off, and leaves the house. The detector detects dangerous
levels of carbon monoxide where his friend lives.

From the back of the
detector, Paul knew that
the detector was working
properly.

Betty is house-sitting for a neighbor when pest control arrives.
The pest control gases are very toxic, so she leaves and tells pest
control to begin fumigating. The neighbor''s dog is still in the
house when the fumigation begins.

From the barking sounds,
Betty thought her
neighbor''s dog was
safely in the backyard.

Betty is house-sitting for a neighbor when pest control arrives.
The pest control gases are very toxic, so she leaves and tells pest
control to begin fumigating. The neighbor''s dog is still in the
house when the fumigation begins.

From the barking sounds,
Betty knew her
neighbor''s dog was still
inside the house.

Landon is teaching a kids'' fire safety class where they learn how
to deal with real smoke from a fire. He makes everyone
participate in the class. One boy has asthma and has an asthma
attack because of the smoke.

Based on the boy''s health
forms, Landon did not
realize he had asthma.

Landon is teaching a kids'' fire safety class where they learn how
to deal with real smoke from a fire. He makes everyone
participate in the class. One boy has asthma and has an asthma
attack because of the smoke.

Based on the boy''s health
forms, Landon fully
realized the boy had
asthma.

Stella is an employee at a skydiving company. A customer wants
to buy one of the store''s parachutes. Stella consults with her
manager, then sells the customer the parachute. The chute failed
in-house quality control and should have been tossed.

Based on what the
manager said, Stella did
not realize the chute was
faulty.
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Stella is an employee at a skydiving company. A customer wants
to buy one of the store''s parachutes. Stella consults with her
manager, then sells the customer the parachute. The chute failed
in-house quality control and should have been tossed.

Based on what the
manager said, Stella
definitely realized the
chute was faulty.

Kieran is hiking with his cousin when they find a pond. Kieran
looks in his guidebook and tells his cousin it''s safe to jump in, so
his cousin does. The pond actually contains dangerous bacteria
and is not safe for swimming.

Because of what the
guide book said, Kieran
didn''t realize the pond
was unsafe.

Kieran is hiking with his cousin when they find a pond. Kieran
looks in his guidebook and tells his cousin it''s safe to jump in, so
his cousin does. The pond actually contains dangerous bacteria
and is not safe for swimming.

Because of what the
guide book said, Kieran
definitely realized the
pond was unsafe.

Accidental

Allison is grocery shopping for her grandmother. Spinach has
been recalled for E. coli contamination, but some markets still
carry it. Allison buys spinach and makes her grandmother a
salad. The spinach is contaminated and makes her grandmother
very sick.

Allison checked online
and didn''t realize the
spinach at her market
might be contaminated.

Allison is grocery shopping for her grandmother. Spinach has
been recalled for E. coli contamination, but some markets still
carry it. Allison buys spinach and makes her grandmother a
salad. The spinach is contaminated and makes her grandmother
very sick.

Allison checked online,
so she realized the
spinach at her market
might be contaminated.

Joseph''s classmate needs to borrow his bike. The bike just came
back from a repair shop because its brakes weren''t working
properly. Joseph lends it to his classmate. The brakes are still not
working, and the bike is unsafe.

From his talk with the
repairman, Joseph didn''t
know the brakes were
still broken.

Joseph''s classmate needs to borrow his bike. The bike just came
back from a repair shop because its brakes weren''t working
properly. Joseph lends it to his classmate. The brakes are still not
working, and the bike is unsafe.

From his talk with the
repairman, Joseph knew
that the brakes were still
broken.

Wendy is at a Mexican restaurant. A customer is sitting at the
next table, and he starts coughing loudly. No one else is around.
Wendy ignores his coughing and continues eating. He is actually
choking on food and needs help.

Based on the man''s
expression, Wendy didn''t
realize he was choking on
food.

Wendy is at a Mexican restaurant. A customer is sitting at the
next table, and he starts coughing loudly. No one else is around.
Wendy ignores his coughing and continues eating. He is actually
choking on food and needs help.

Based on the man''s
expression, Wendy
realized he was choking
on food.

4

Harm

Intentional

5

Harm

Accidental

5

Harm

Intentional

6

Harm

6

Harm

Intentional

7

Harm

Accidental

7

Harm

Intentional

8

Harm

Accidental

8

Harm

Intentional
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Hamilton and a friend are kayaking in the ocean. It''s hot and
swimming would feel great. Hamilton tells his friend to jump in
while he mans the boat. There are lots of jellyfish in the water
that give swimmers painful stings.

Hamilton didn''t see any
jellyfish in the water at
any point along their ride.

Hamilton and a friend are kayaking in the ocean. It''s hot and
swimming would feel great. Hamilton tells his friend to jump in
while he mans the boat. There are lots of jellyfish in the water
that give swimmers painful stings.

Hamilton saw there were
jellyfish in the water at
many points along their
ride.

Accidental

Janice and her friend are skating in the park. She tries to rest
under a tree, but a large stick is in her way. Janice tosses it aside.
It lands on the path and trips her friend. He breaks his ankle.

Janice couldn''t see that
her friend was skating by,
so she tossed the stick.

Harm

Intentional

Janice and her friend are skating in the park. She tries to rest
under a tree, but a large stick is in her way. Janice tosses it aside.
It lands on the path and trips her friend. He breaks his ankle.

Janice saw that her friend
was skating by, and she
still tossed the stick.

11

Harm

Accidental

Sal is at school when a classmate asks to see what he learned in
martial arts class. Sal tells him to stand back, then performs a
martial arts kick. His classmate is too close and Sal kicks him in
the face.

Sal could not see that his
classmate was standing
too close, so he kicked.

11

Harm

Intentional

Sal is at school when a classmate asks to see what he learned in
martial arts class. Sal tells him to stand back, then performs a
martial arts kick. His classmate is too close and Sal kicks him in
the face.

Sal could see that his
classmate was standing
too close, but he kicked
anyway.

12

Harm

Accidental

Iliana''s family is over for dinner. She wants to impress them and
thinks peanuts will really improve the flavor of her dish. Iliana
adds peanuts and serves everyone. Her cousin, one of her dinner
guests, is severely allergic to peanuts.

Iliana didn''t know about
her cousin''s allergy when
she added the peanuts.

12

Harm

Intentional

Iliana''s family is over for dinner. She wants to impress them and
thinks peanuts will really improve the flavor of her dish. Iliana
adds peanuts and serves everyone. Her cousin, one of her dinner
guests, is severely allergic to peanuts.

Iliana knew about her
cousins''s peanut allergy
when she added the
peanuts.

13

Harm

Accidental

Olivia is climbing a tree in the park. A large wasp nest is in her
way. She grabs a branch and knocks the nest out of the tree. It
falls on a teenager taking a nap below the tree.

The teenager arrived after
Olivia, so she didn''t see
them sleeping below.

9

Harm

Accidental

9

Harm

Intentional

10

Harm

10
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Olivia is climbing a tree in the park. A large wasp nest is in her
way. She grabs a branch and knocks the nest out of the tree. It
falls on a teenager taking a nap below the tree.

The teenager arrived
before Olivia, so she saw
them sleeping down
below.

Ava is having family over for the 4th of July. Earlier, she found a
roadside fireworks stand and bought some fireworks for her
nephew to set off. When he lights one of the fireworks, it
prematurely explodes, burning his hand.

Ava thought the
fireworks from the stand
were professionally made
and would be safe.

Ava is having family over for the 4th of July. Earlier, she found a
roadside fireworks stand and bought some fireworks for her
nephew to set off. When he lights one of the fireworks, it
prematurely explodes, burning his hand.

Ava knew the fireworks
were made by an amateur
and could be dangerous.

Liam is out with friends when their conversation lulls. To liven
things up, Liam tells a joke he just heard about a boy and his
puppy. His friend''s puppy was just hit by a car, and she becomes
very upset.

Liam didn''t hear that his
friend''s puppy died until
after he told the joke.

Liam is out with friends when their conversation lulls. To liven
things up, Liam tells a joke he just heard about a boy and his
puppy. His friend''s puppy was just hit by a car, and she becomes
very upset.

Liam had just heard that
his friend''s puppy died
before he told the joke.

Accidental

Mia and a classmate are giving a formal presentation to students
and faculty members. Her classmate is especially anxious about
making a good impression. As they begin the presentation, an
audience member points to her classmate''s open fly, mortifying
him.

Mia didn''t notice his
open fly and could not
have warned him
beforehand.

Mia and a classmate are giving a formal presentation to students
and faculty members. Her classmate is especially anxious about
making a good impression. As they begin the presentation, an
audience member points to her classmate''s open fly, mortifying
him.

Mia noticed his open fly
before the presentation
and could have warned
him.

Saul''s friend is a marine, deployed in Iraq. The news lists him as
a casualty in a recent attack. Saul immediately tells his friend''s
parents about his death. The man who died is not their son, but
has the same name.

There was no picture
with the name, so Saul
didn''t realize it wasn''t
him.

Saul''s friend is a marine, deployed in Iraq. The news lists him as
a casualty in a recent attack. Saul immediately tells his friend''s
parents about his death. The man who died is not their son, but
has the same name.

There was a picture with
the name, so Saul
realized it was not him.

13

Harm

Intentional

14

Harm

Accidental

14

Harm

Intentional

15

Harm

Accidental

15

Harm

Intentional

16

Harm

16

Harm

Intentional

17

Harm

Accidental

17

Harm

Intentional
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Abigail decides to visit her sister who is babysitting. When she
arrives, she can only find the baby. Abigail takes the baby home
without telling her sister. When her sister cannot find the baby,
she panics and calls 911.

Abigail didn''t know her
sister was at the house
when she took the baby.

Abigail decides to visit her sister who is babysitting. When she
arrives, she can only find the baby. Abigail takes the baby home
without telling her sister. When her sister cannot find the baby,
she panics and calls 911.

Abigail knew her sister
was around and would
panic if she took the
baby.

Accidental

Maxwell is in class on the first day of school. He decides to tell a
joke about an elf and a midget to introduce himself. One student
in his class happens to be a dwarf and is insulted by his joke.

Maxwell didn''t see the
student because he was in
the back of the class.

Harm

Intentional

Maxwell is in class on the first day of school. He decides to tell a
joke about an elf and a midget to introduce himself. One student
in his class happens to be a dwarf and is insulted by his joke.

Maxwell saw the student
because he was sitting
right in front of him.

20

Harm

Accidental

Cynthia is in class when she notices a note on the floor next to
her desk. She shows the note to the girl behind her. It is a poem
written by her close friend about this girl, his secret crush.

The poem was not
signed, so Cynthia really
didn''t think her friend
wrote it.

20

Harm

Intentional

Cynthia is in class when she notices a note on the floor next to
her desk. She shows the note to the girl behind her. It is a poem
written by her close friend about this girl, his secret crush.

The poem is in her
friend''s writing, so
Cynthia knew her friend
wrote it.

21

Harm

Accidental

Lucas is taking a class on Shakespeare. On the first day, the
teacher asks someone to deliver a monologue in front of the
class. Lucas volunteers a classmate and the teacher makes her
perform. She is terrified of public speaking.

Lucas had just met this
classmate and did not
realize she has this fear.

21

Harm

Intentional

Lucas is taking a class on Shakespeare. On the first day, the
teacher asks someone to deliver a monologue in front of the
class. Lucas volunteers a classmate and the teacher makes her
perform. She is terrified of public speaking.

Lucas knew this
classmate from before so
he realized that she has
this fear.

22

Harm

Accidental

Rena is in English class. Her teacher passes out a student''s essay
to evaluate. Rena says the essay must have been written by a
third-grader. The student who wrote the essay is in her class
listening to her critique.

The essay was typed, so
Rena completely did not
realize who had written
it.

18

Harm

Accidental

18

Harm

Intentional

19

Harm

19
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22

Harm

Intentional

23

Harm

Accidental

23

Harm

Intentional

24

Harm

Accidental

24

Harm

Intentional

25

Harm

Accidental

25

Harm

Intentional

26

Harm

Accidental

26

Harm

Intentional

Rena is in English class. Her teacher passes out a student''s essay
to evaluate. Rena says the essay must have been written by a
third-grader. The student who wrote the essay is in her class
listening to her critique.

The essay was
handwritten, so Rena
realized right away who
had written it.

Carter is ice skating with friends. One of them shows up in a
frumpy sweater his grandmother gave him. Carter jokes that his
grandmother has terrible taste in sweaters. His friend''s
grandmother died recently and he is still very sad.

Carter had not heard
anything about his
friend''s grandmother
recently passing away.

Carter is ice skating with friends. One of them shows up in a
frumpy sweater his grandmother gave him. Carter jokes that his
grandmother has terrible taste in sweaters. His friend''s
grandmother died recently and he is still very sad.

Carter had heard from
someone that his friend''s
grandmother had recently
passed away.

Harper receives an email from someone in her dorm saying she is
planning to commit suicide, but only wants Harper to know.
Harper decides she can''t bear this burden alone. She forwards the
email out to everyone in her dorm.

Harper thought she was
forwarding the girl''s
email to the school
psychiatrist only.

Harper receives an email from someone in her dorm saying she is
planning to commit suicide, but only wants Harper to know.
Harper decides she can''t bear this burden alone. She forwards the
email out to everyone in her dorm.

Harper knew that
everyone in her dorm
would read the girl''s
private email.

Dylan is in charge of his High School yearbook''s superlatives.
He writes his friend in as ''least likely to succeed'' as a joke. His
friend just learned that he was rejected from every college he
applied to, and starts crying.

Dylan didn''t realize his
friend was rejected when
he wrote the superlative.

Dylan is in charge of his High School yearbook''s superlatives.
He writes his friend in as ''least likely to succeed'' as a joke. His
friend just learned that he was rejected from every college he
applied to, and starts crying.

Dylan realized that his
friend was rejected when
he wrote the superlative.

Victoria is babysitting her young nephew. While cleaning, she
finds a pile of dry pasta and construction paper and throws it out.
Her nephew made it for her as a gift. He sees Victoria throw it
away and starts crying.

Victoria didn''t know the
pile was a gift when she
threw it away.

Victoria is babysitting her young nephew. While cleaning, she
finds a pile of dry pasta and construction paper and throws it out.
Her nephew made it for her as a gift. He sees Victoria throw it
away and starts crying.

Victoria knew the pile
was really a gift when she
threw it away.
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27

Harm

Accidental

27

Harm

Intentional

28

Harm

Accidental

28

Harm

Intentional

29

Purity

Accidental

29

Purity

Intentional

30

Purity

Accidental

30

Purity

Intentional

31

Purity

Accidental

Ryan''s neighbors are having a block party. He decides to
surprise them by setting off some fireworks for the celebration.
One of the party attendees is a veteran suffering from PTSD who
begins to have a severe panic attack.

Ryan didn''t know setting
off the fireworks would
trigger the veteran''s
PTSD.

Ryan''s neighbors are having a block party. He decides to
surprise them by setting off some fireworks for the celebration.
One of the party attendees is a veteran suffering from PTSD who
begins to have a severe panic attack.

Ryan knew that setting
off the fireworks might
trigger the verteran''s
PTSD.

Chloe is on a blind date. She tells him a funny story she heard
about someone getting drunk and dancing around the bar in his
underwear. The story is actually about Chloe''s date, who
becomes incredibly embarrassed and upset.

Chloe didn''t realize the
story was about her date
when she brought it up.

Chloe is on a blind date. She tells him a funny story she heard
about someone getting drunk and dancing around the bar in his
underwear. The story is actually about Chloe''s date, who
becomes incredibly embarrassed and upset.

Chloe realized the story
was about her date, but
brought it up for fun.

Johnny is walking his dog when he sees someone walking the
same breed. He strikes up a conversation with them. After the
third date, they decide to sleep together. They are related by
blood - they are half siblings.

Johnny does not discover
this until the next date
after they''d already slept
together.

Johnny is walking his dog when he sees someone walking the
same breed. He strikes up a conversation with them. After the
third date, they decide to sleep together. They are related by
blood - they are half siblings.

Johnny discovered this on
the second date before
they''d actually slept
together.

Maria is vacationing in Yellowstone. While hiking, she runs into
someone from the same city as her. A day later, they have sex in
her tent, using two forms of birth control to be safe. The person
is her first cousin.

Maria didn''t realize they
were cousins, since their
faimiles are very distant.

Maria is vacationing in Yellowstone. While hiking, she runs into
someone from the same city as her. A day later, they have sex in
her tent, using two forms of birth control to be safe. The person
is her first cousin.

Maria realized they were
cousins right away since
their families are close.

Dan has been chatting with someone in an online chat
community every night. After several weeks, they engage in
cyber sex. For this, they pleasure themselves in front of the
computer''s camera. Dan''s cyber sex partner is his older sibling.

The camera only showed
their body, so Dan didn''t
see it was his sibling.
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31

Purity

Intentional

32

Purity

Accidental

32

Purity

Intentional

33

Purity

Accidental

33

Purity

Intentional

34

Purity

Accidental

34

Purity

Intentional

35

Purity

Accidental

35

Purity

Intentional

Dan has been chatting with someone in an online chat
community every night. After several weeks, they engage in
cyber sex. For this, they pleasure themselves in front of the
computer''s camera. Dan''s cyber sex partner is his older sibling.

The camera showed their
body and face, so Dan
saw it was his sibling.

Jacob is at a strip club where the dancers wear masks. His coworkers buy him a private dance. The dancer is about to get
undressed and Jacob is very aroused. The dancer is his own child
from a former marriage.

The dancer was wearing a
mask, so Jacob didn''t see
it was his child.

Jacob is at a strip club where the dancers wear masks. His coworkers buy him a private dance. The dancer is about to get
undressed and Jacob is very aroused. The dancer is his own child
from a former marriage.

The dancer took off his
mask, so Jacob could see
it was his child.

Tyler wants to get plastic surgery and goes to a clinic his aunt
suggested. The receptionist is extremely attractive and Tyler has
sex with her in her office. The receptionist he has sex with is his
aunt''s child, his own cousin.

Tyler''s cousin has had
multiple plastic surgeries,
so he did not recognize
his cousin.

Tyler wants to get plastic surgery and goes to a clinic his aunt
suggested. The receptionist is extremely attractive and Tyler has
sex with her in her office. The receptionist he has sex with is his
aunt''s child, his own cousin.

Tyler''s cousin has had
multiple plastic surgeries,
but he still recognized his
cousin.

Trisha decides to reunite with her estranged brother, but when
she visits, someone else answers the door. The two of them hit it
off and have sex before her brother returns. This person happens
to be her brother''s adult child.

Trisha thought that this
person was just a house
sitter, not related to her.

Trisha decides to reunite with her estranged brother, but when
she visits, someone else answers the door. The two of them hit it
off and have sex before her brother returns. This person happens
to be her brother''s adult child.

Trisha knew this person
was her brother''s child,
not just a house sitter.

James, a 36-year old man, is in a chat room for middle-aged
singles. He starts chatting with a person and their conversation
gets personal very quickly. James asks if she wants to have cyber
sex. She is actually a teenage girl.

James thinks she is in her
early 30’s based on her
profile and pictures.

James, a 36-year old man, is in a chat room for middle-aged
singles. He starts chatting with a person and their conversation
gets personal very quickly. James asks if she wants to have cyber
sex. She is actually a teenage girl.

James knows she''s a
teenager and not in her
30''s before they have
cybersex.
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36

Purity

Accidental

36

Purity

Intentional

37

Purity

Accidental

37

Purity

Intentional

38

Purity

Accidental

38

Purity

Intentional

39

Purity

Accidental

39

Purity

Intentional

40

Purity

Accidental

Lisa is studying abroad and attends a mixer to meet foreign
students. She immediately gets along with one of the boys and
they later hook up. The boy is her first cousin, the son of her aunt
who lives abroad.

Lisa never met her
international family and
didn''t know he was her
cousin.

Lisa is studying abroad and attends a mixer to meet foreign
students. She immediately gets along with one of the boys and
they later hook up. The boy is her first cousin, the son of her aunt
who lives abroad.

Lisa had met her
international family and
knew it was her cousin.

Thomas receives a strange email at work that says ''check out this
awesome video!'' Thomas clicks the link, which directs to a
website about extreme sexual fantasies. A graphic video of a man
having sex with a horse starts playing.

Thomas had never
received spam before, so
he didn''t know what the
link was.

Thomas receives a strange email at work that says ''check out this
awesome video!'' Thomas clicks the link, which directs to a
website about extreme sexual fantasies. A graphic video of a man
having sex with a horse starts playing.

Thomas received an
email like that before, so
he knew what the link
was.

Uric is alone in his bedroom looking through a magazine. He
sees an attractive girl in an add for swimsuits. While looking at
the girl, Uric pleasures himself to completion. The girl is actually
his older cousin who is a model.

Uric hadn''t met his
cousin, so he didn’t know
it was her in the ad.

Uric is alone in his bedroom looking through a magazine. He
sees an attractive girl in an add for swimsuits. While looking at
the girl, Uric pleasures himself to completion. The girl is actually
his older cousin who is a model.

Uric had met his cousin
so he knew it was her in
the ad.

Jaxon is on a website for people interested in BDSM and
connects with a girl who shares his interests. They exchange
nude pictures and talk about their mutual desires. The girl is
Jaxon''s niece who is away at college.

Jaxon didn’t realize it
was his niece because the
photographs only showed
her body.

Jaxon is on a website for people interested in BDSM and
connects with a girl who shares his interests. They exchange
nude pictures and talk about their mutual desires. The girl is
Jaxon''s niece who is away at college.

Jaxon realized it was his
niece because some of the
photographs showed her
face.

Jonathan is on Tinder and starts chatting with a girl he finds
attractive. She feels the same towards him and suggests they
meet. The two have dinner and end up engaging in mutual oral
sex. They are actually first cousins.

Jonathan didn''t realize
the girl was his cousin,
because they never talked
about their families.
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40

Purity

Intentional

41

Purity

Accidental

41

Purity

Intentional

42

Purity

Accidental

42

Purity

Intentional

43

Purity

Accidental

43

Purity

Intentional

44

Purity

Accidental

44

Purity

Intentional

Jonathan is on Tinder and starts chatting with a girl he finds
attractive. She feels the same towards him and suggests they
meet. The two have dinner and end up engaging in mutual oral
sex. They are actually first cousins.

Jonathan realized the girl
was his cousin twhen
they strated talking about
their families.

Pietro has been single for a while. He calls a sex hotline on the
phone to get some pleasure. The woman on the other line
proceeds to have phone sex with him. The woman is actually his
older sister.

Pietro didn''t recognize
his sister''s voice over the
reception of the phone
call.

Pietro has been single for a while. He calls a sex hotline on the
phone to get some pleasure. The woman on the other line
proceeds to have phone sex with him. The woman is actually his
older sister.

Pietro recognized his
sister’s voice when she
talked to him over the
phone.

Marvin is dating a woman who is epileptic, but that has not
interfered with their relationship. One night, while they are
having particularly intense sex, she has a seizure and dies.
Marvin continues to have sex with her dead body.

Marvin didn''t realize she
had died, so he continued
to have sex with her.

Marvin is dating a woman who is epileptic, but that has not
interfered with their relationship. One night, while they are
having particularly intense sex, she has a seizure and dies.
Marvin continues to have sex with her dead body.

Marvin realized she had
died, but he continued to
have sex with her
anyway.

Nathan is at a friend''s party. He leaves his drink on the patio
while he goes inside to mingle. Later, he gets thirsty, so he finds
his drink outside and drinks it. His drink contains a fair amount
of someone''s urine.

Nathan didn''t realize that
someone peed in his
drink, so he finished it.

Nathan is at a friend''s party. He leaves his drink on the patio
while he goes inside to mingle. Later, he gets thirsty, so he finds
his drink outside and drinks it. His drink contains a fair amount
of someone''s urine.

Nathan realized that
someone peed in his
drink, but he finished it
anyway.

Gail is replacing some flowers that neighborhood dogs dug up.
She scoops up some dirt with her bare hands and gets some on
her face. The dirt is actually a pile of wet steaming poop left
behind by a dog.

Gail didn''t see the dog
poop when she picked it
up.

Gail is replacing some flowers that neighborhood dogs dug up.
She scoops up some dirt with her bare hands and gets some on
her face. The dirt is actually a pile of wet steaming poop left
behind by a dog.

Gail saw the dog poop
but she picked it up
anyway.
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45

Purity

Accidental

45

Purity

Intentional

46

Purity

Accidental

46

Purity

Intentional

47

Purity

Accidental

47

Purity

Intentional

48

Purity

Accidental

48

Purity

Intentional

49

Purity

Accidental

Tom is at his neighbors'' house drinking tomato juice when their
daughter enters the kitchen. She starts talking about vampires as
Tom finishes his juice. What Tom drank was half juice, half
human blood that this girl poured in.

Tom didn''t see when she
poured the blood, so he
drank his juice.

Tom is at his neighbors'' house drinking tomato juice when their
daughter enters the kitchen. She starts talking about vampires as
Tom finishes his juice. What Tom drank was half juice, half
human blood that this girl poured in.

Tom could see when she
poured in the blood, but
he drank it anyway.

Christina is cooking herself rice pilaf using an old container of
rice she found in her cupboard. She cooks a large cup of rice and
eats it all. The rice is infested with maggots, which Christina
ends up eating.

Christina didn''t see the
maggots in the rice when
she cooked it for dinner.

Christina is cooking herself rice pilaf using an old container of
rice she found in her cupboard. She cooks a large cup of rice and
eats it all. The rice is infested with maggots, which Christina
ends up eating.

Christina saw the
maggots in the rice but
cooked it for dinner
anyway.

Wyatt is picnicking at the beach with friends. One friend is badly
sunburnt and has skin is peeling. After swimming, Wyatt eats
some potato salad. While Wyatt was swimming, a breeze blew
his friend''s skin flakes onto his potato salad.

Wyatt didn''t realize his
food was covered in skin
flakes, so he ate it.

Wyatt is picnicking at the beach with friends. One friend is badly
sunburnt and has skin is peeling. After swimming, Wyatt eats
some potato salad. While Wyatt was swimming, a breeze blew
his friend''s skin flakes onto his potato salad.

Wyatt realized his food
was covered in skin
flakes, but he ate it
anyway.

Helen is working at a free health care clinic when somebody
spills coffee on her. She finds a cloth and wipes off her entire
face and neck. The cloth is actually a used bandage covered in
dried body fluids.

Helen didn''t think that
the cloth was a used
bandage, so she used it.

Helen is working at a free health care clinic when somebody
spills coffee on her. She finds a cloth and wipes off her entire
face and neck. The cloth is actually a used bandage covered in
dried body fluids.

Helen knew that the cloth
was a used bandage, but
she used it anyway.

Will is eating at a new fast food restaurant and orders a
hamburger. When it arrives he scarfs it down immediately along
with fries and a soda. The burger contained the tail of a mouse
that got cooked into it.

Will did not see the tiny
mouse tail, so he finished
his meal.
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Intentional
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Purity

Accidental
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Purity

Intentional
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Purity

Accidental
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Purity

Intentional
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Purity

Accidental
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Intentional
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Purity

Accidental
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Purity

Intentional

Will is eating at a new fast food restaurant and orders a
hamburger. When it arrives he scarfs it down immediately along
with fries and a soda. The burger contained the tail of a mouse
that got cooked into it.

Will saw a tiny mouse
tail halfway through his
meal but continued
eating.

A car just killed Nina''s beloved dog. To ease her mind, she
cooks her housemates dinner. She chops up meat for a stew. The
meat was from her dead dog. Her housemate had prepared and
frozen it before it spoiled.

The meat was labeled
''beef'' so Nina didn''t
realize she was eating her
dog.

A car just killed Nina''s beloved dog. To ease her mind, she
cooks her housemates dinner. She chops up meat for a stew. The
meat was from her dead dog. Her housemate had prepared and
frozen it before it spoiled.

The meat was labeled
''dog'', so Nina realized
that she was eating her
dog.

Henry is waiting for his friend to finish using the bathroom.
When she finishes, Henry brushes his teeth and uses a cup on the
counter to rinse his mouth. His friend just peed in that cup for her
pregnancy test.

Henry thought the liquid
in the cup was just
mouthwash instead of
urine.

Henry is waiting for his friend to finish using the bathroom.
When she finishes, Henry brushes his teeth and uses a cup on the
counter to rinse his mouth. His friend just peed in that cup for her
pregnancy test.

Henry knew that the
liquid in the cup was
urine from the pregnany
test.

Willa''s roommate recently had liposuction around her stomach.
She is resting on the couch when Willa returns from the gym.
Willa takes a shower and uses a bar of soap. The soap she uses is
made from her roommate''s stomach fat.

The soap was labeled
''Dove'', so Willa didn''t
know it was stomach fat
soap.

Willa''s roommate recently had liposuction around her stomach.
She is resting on the couch when Willa returns from the gym.
Willa takes a shower and uses a bar of soap. The soap she uses is
made from her roommate''s stomach fat.

The soap was labeled
''Fat'', so Willa knew it
was stomach fat soap.

Alan brings soup for his sick grandpa. He opens the container
and leaves to get bowls from the kitchen. Alan pours the soup
and finishes his bowl. While he was in the kitchen, his grandpa
coughed up some phlegm into the soup.

Alan didn''t realize that
his grandpa coughed
phlegm into the soup.

Alan brings soup for his sick grandpa. He opens the container
and leaves to get bowls from the kitchen. Alan pours the soup
and finishes his bowl. While he was in the kitchen, his grandpa
coughed up some phlegm into the soup.

Alan realized that his
grandpa coughed phlegm
into the soup.
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Jen is at her uncle''s house who has many strange collections. She
decides to make coffee and grinds up some coffee beans from a
container to brew. The container contained her uncle''s toenail
clippings that she ground up with the beans.

The clippings were at the
bottom, so Jen didn''t
know they were in the
coffee.

Jen is at her uncle''s house who has many strange collections. She
decides to make coffee and grinds up some coffee beans from a
container to brew. The container contained her uncle''s toenail
clippings that she ground up with the beans.

The clippings were at the
top, so Jen knew they
were in the coffee.

Annette is eating powdered donuts with her cousins. One cousin
has severe dandruff and has been scratching his head all day
around their food. Annette takes a donut and starts licking the
sugar off, eating her cousin''s dandruff as well.

Annette didn''t realize her
cousin''s dandruff got on
the donuts when she ate
them.

Annette is eating powdered donuts with her cousins. One cousin
has severe dandruff and has been scratching his head all day
around their food. Annette takes a donut and starts licking the
sugar off, eating her cousin''s dandruff as well.

Annette realized her
cousin''s dandruff got on
the donuts and she ate
them anyway.

Simona is baking cupcakes. She gets some cream cheese from
her fridge to make frosting. Her cream cheese has gone bad and
is covered in spots of fuzzy mold. She covers the cupcakes in the
cream cheese frosting and eats them.

The mold was white, so
Simona didn''t know the
cream cheese was moldy.

Simona is baking cupcakes. She gets some cream cheese from
her fridge to make frosting. Her cream cheese has gone bad and
is covered in spots of fuzzy mold. She covers the cupcakes in the
cream cheese frosting and eats them.

The mold was green, so
Simona knew that the
cream cheese was moldy.

Accidental

Bob is walking in the park when he meets his neighbor who is
walking her dog. His neighbor stops to say hi, so Bob leans down
to pet her dog. Bob pets the dog and it starts wagging its tail.

Bob didn''t think his
neighbor would be
walking her dog that
afternoon.

Neutral

Intentional

Bob is walking in the park when he meets his neighbor who is
walking her dog. His neighbor stops to say hi, so Bob leans down
to pet her dog. Bob pets the dog and it starts wagging its tail.

Bob knew that his
neighbor would be
walking her dog that
afternoon.

Neutral

Accidental

Sophie is walking back home from the supermarket. She tries to
step over a large puddle in middle of the sidewalk, but ends up
dunking her foot in the water. Sophie is wearing rain boots, so
her feet stay dry.

Sophie didn''t realize that
the puddle was too big
when she stepped over it.

54

Purity

Accidental

54

Purity

Intentional

55

Purity

Accidental

55

Purity

Intentional

56

Purity

Accidental

56

Purity

Intentional

57

Neutral

57

58
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58

Neutral

Intentional

59

Neutral

Accidental

59

Neutral

Intentional

60

Neutral

Accidental

60

Neutral

Intentional

61

Neutral

Accidental

61

Neutral

Intentional

62

Neutral

Accidental

62

Neutral

Intentional

Sophie is walking back home from the supermarket. She tries to
step over a large puddle in middle of the sidewalk, but ends up
dunking her foot in the water. Sophie is wearing rain boots, so
her feet stay dry.

Sophie realized the
puddle was too big, but
she tried stepping over it
anyway.

Katie is a new employee at a popular clothes store in the mall.
The manager comes in and tells her to go fold and stock the new
shipment of clothing. Katie had already folded the shirts before
the manager asked her.

Katie didn''t know the
manager would ask her to
fold the new clothing.

Katie is a new employee at a popular clothes store in the mall.
The manager comes in and tells her to go fold and stock the new
shipment of clothing. Katie had already folded the shirts before
the manager asked her.

Katie knew the manager
would ask her to fold the
new clothing.

Michelle is at dinner with a group of friends. As the appetizers
arrive, she tells her friends about a great movie she rented last
weekend. Two of Michelle''s friends already saw this movie
when it came out last year.

Michelle didn''t realize
that two of her friends
had already seen the
movie.

Michelle is at dinner with a group of friends. As the appetizers
arrive, she tells her friends about a great movie she rented last
weekend. Two of Michelle''s friends already saw this movie
when it came out last year.

Michelle realized that
two of her friends had
already seen the movie.

Lily is bored and starts checking Facebook to see what her
friends have been up to. She goes to the profile of an old friend
she had in high school. Lily likes one of his photos he recently
took in Paris.

Lily hadn''t heard that he
was recently in Paris
before she liked the
photo.

Lily is bored and starts checking Facebook to see what her
friends have been up to. She goes to the profile of an old friend
she had in high school. Lily likes one of his photos he recently
took in Paris.

Lily heard that he had
recently been in Paris
before she liked the
photo.

Sam is giving a big presentation in class. He has been working
on it for many weeks and feels very prepared by the time he has
to present it. The teacher enjoys the presentation, especially the
graphs Sam included.

Sam didn''t know the
teacher would really
enjoy the fancy graphs he
included.

Sam is giving a big presentation in class. He has been working
on it for many weeks and feels very prepared by the time he has
to present it. The teacher enjoys the presentation, especially the
graphs Sam included.

Sam knew the teacher
would really enjoy all the
fancy graphs he included.
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63

Neutral

Accidental

63

Neutral

Intentional

64

Neutral

Accidental

64

Neutral

Intentional

65

Neutral

Accidental

65

Neutral

Intentional

66

Neutral

Accidental

66

Neutral

Intentional

67

Neutral

Accidental

Steven and his wife are vacationing together. This is their first
vacation since their honeymoon and they finally feel relaxed and
unplugged from work. Steven spends most of the week in the
hotel room having sex with his wife.

Steven didn''t realize how
much they needed to get
away from work.

Steven and his wife are vacationing together. This is their first
vacation since their honeymoon and they finally feel relaxed and
unplugged from work. Steven spends most of the week in the
hotel room having sex with his wife.

Steven realized just how
much they needed to get
away from work.

Alex goes to the phone store to replace his old phone. A very
attractive woman is working the customer service desk and offers
to help him. Alex signs up for a new phone contract that offers
him a free phone upgrade.

Alex didn''t think he was
eligible for a new phone
upgrade with a contract.

Alex goes to the phone store to replace his old phone. A very
attractive woman is working the customer service desk and offers
to help him. Alex signs up for a new phone contract that offers
him a free phone upgrade.

Alex knew that he was
eligible for a new phone
upgrade with a contract.

Nick has just started working at a new job. He quickly becomes
friends with a girl from another department. After several
months, they decide to start dating and end up sleeping together.
Several years later, Nick asks her to marry him.

When they first met, Nick
couldn''t tell that she
would marry him one
day.

Nick has just started working at a new job. He quickly becomes
friends with a girl from another department. After several
months, they decide to start dating and end up sleeping together.
Several years later, Nick asks her to marry him.

When they first met, Nick
could tell that she would
marry him one day.

Stacy teaches third-grade elementary students. Today, she is
working on their writing skills and has all the children write
about their favorite food. One girl writes a beautiful essay about
cheese and Stacey gives her paper a gold star.

Stacy didn''t realize how
good of a writer this
young student was.

Stacy teaches third-grade elementary students. Today, she is
working on their writing skills and has all the children write
about their favorite food. One girl writes a beautiful essay about
cheese and Stacey gives her paper a gold star.

Stacy already realized
how good of a writer this
young student was.

Robert and his brother are fishing on a lake. It''s hot and the
water feels great, so Robert tells his little brother to jump in for a
swim. When he does, Robert''s brother sees a goose swim away
from the boat.

Robert didn''t see the
goose when he told his
brother to swim.
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67

Neutral

Intentional

68

Neutral

Accidental

68

Neutral

Intentional

69

Neutral

Accidental

69

Neutral

Intentional

70

Neutral

Accidental

70

Neutral

Intentional

Robert and his brother are fishing on a lake. It''s hot and the
water feels great, so Robert tells his little brother to jump in for a
swim. When he does, Robert''s brother sees a goose swim away
from the boat.

Robert saw the goose
when he told his brother
to swim.

Phil is hungry and decides eat at his favorite fast-food restaurant
for lunch. He orders two chicken sandwiches and when they
arrive, he quickly eats both of them. While he eats, Phil spills
some ketchup on his pants.

Phil didn''t see that some
ketchup was falling from
his sandwich while he
ate.

Phil is hungry and decides eat at his favorite fast-food restaurant
for lunch. He orders two chicken sandwiches and when they
arrive, he quickly eats both of them. While he eats, Phil spills
some ketchup on his pants.

Phil saw that some
ketchup was falling from
his sandwich, but he kept
eating.

Mark is selling his old video games on craigslist. He finds an
interested buyer who comes over and buys all the games he is
selling. One of the games is collectible and is worth triple the
price that Mark sold it for.

Mark didn''t realize that
one of the games he sold
was a collector''s item.

Mark is selling his old video games on craigslist. He finds an
interested buyer who comes over and buys all the games he is
selling. One of the games is collectible and is worth triple the
price that Mark sold it for.

Mark realized that one of
his games was a
collector''s item, but sold
it anyway.

Julia is waiting at the doctor''s office for her annual physical.
Another patient enters the waiting room and sits near Julia. She is
visibly sick and is coughing loudly. When the doctor calls Julia
in, she cleans her hands with disinfectant.

Julia didn''t know sick
people would be around
while she waited for the
doctor.

Julia is waiting at the doctor''s office for her annual physical.
Another patient enters the waiting room and sits near Julia. She is
visibly sick and is coughing loudly. When the doctor calls Julia
in, she cleans her hands with disinfectant.

Julia knew she would be
around sick people while
she waited for the doctor.
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2. Correlations between behavioral surveys and main results

For transparency, we report all results for the Moral Foundations Questionnaire and
Disgust Sensitivity Scale. The more participants endorsed harm as a moral value, the more
harshly they tended to rate harm violations in the scanner (r(27)=.23, p=.23). This trend is
stronger for judgments of intentional harms (r(27)=.25, p=.18) than judgments of accidental
harms (r=.20, p=.31). The correlations between endorsement of harm and neural data were
similarly weak (all r’s<.21, all p’s>.30). As a comparison, these effects were weaker than the
correlation between endorsement of purity values and behavioral ratings of how morally wrong
purity violations are (r(27)=.51, p=.004), though endorsement of purity values also did not
correlate with any neural results (all r’s<.14, all p’s>.47). Disgust sensitivity was also positively
correlated with hasher moral judgments of purity violations (r(27)=.59, p<.001)
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